
The brand name, EBLOUIR, 
is originated from a French word

which means「dazzling」,「Captivate」.
The Symbol of EBLOUIR is the motif from 

the particles of light 
when viewed strong light.

In the past, all the device accessories 
were required the protection and
functionality mostly but now they 

express their own styles as an
emotional culture fashion items.

EBLOUIR has been designed creative and 
high-class products

based on fashion trend.
EBLOUIR will give you 

your own style and life.

EBLOUIR
T 82-2-499-2933    F 82-2-499-2321   E sales@eblouir.com   www.eblouir.com 
46-1, Seongsui-ro 16 gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, 04786, Korea.
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The brand name, EBLOUIR, is originated 

from a French word which means 

 ‘dazzling’, ‘Captivate’. 

EBLOUIR is the chic French brand for the 

contemporary trend In the past, all the 

device accessories were required the 

protection and functionality mostly but 

now they express their own styles as 

an emotional culture fashion items. 

EBLOUIR has been designed creative 

and high-class products based on  

the most beautiful Renaissance era. 

EBLOUIR products with the Elegant 

and French artistic value will give 

you the new your own life.

Is from

EBLOUIR ‘s Symbol 
Symbol of the EBLOUIR was the motif 

of the particles of light when viewed strong light.

It expresses the softness and tenacity of light 

and also refulgence, beauty and even more of 

passion and the will.

EBLOUIR will give you the value of your style.

Brand Value 
French luxury brand EBLOUIR are created leather goods 

in the hands of a skilled artisan craftsmanship.

EBLOUIR’s craftsman create the products with sophisticated 

and precise details for long periods of time and 

this sensibility cannot be completed by machinery. 

As a trendy sensibility to the elegance of the 

French tradition unique fashion to seek more functional 

fashion items.

EBLOUIR with the unique design and 

craftsmanship is one of the more valuable your lifestyle.

French chic
EBLOUIR is a young trendy brands for women 

to pursue a dream of a free life. 

French chic-oriented EBLOUIR will stand out 

yourown fashion style as IT device 

fashion brand. 

The people who know how to enjoy 

the cool life like the life style of the 

Parisian, EBLOUIR will cheer your life. 

Express your lifestyle, 

you dream with EBLOUIR.
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Black Hole

Black Hole is inspired by the
symbol of 「EBLOUIR」 .

It designs to express
the symbol with the

future-oriented concept. 

www.eblouir.com



Crayon

Crayon is inspired by the
symbol of 「EBLOUIR」 .

It designs to express
the tone-on-tone coloration

with the crayon sketch.

www.eblouir.com
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Lettering

Lettering is inspired by the

logo of 「EBLOUIR」 .

It designs to express 

the logo by calligraphy.

2
Robot

Robot is inspired by the

symbol of 「EBLOUIR」 .

It designs to express 

the kidult culture with the fun.

www.eblouir.com
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4

Eyes

Eyes is inspired by the

symbol of 「EBLOUIR」 . 

It designs to express 

the eyes with the symbol ornament of

「EBLOUIR」 .

Wild

Wild designs to express 

the fashionable camouflage with 

metal studs. 

www.eblouir.com
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Modern Snap 

Modern snap designs for 

convenience of use 

with Italian vegetable leather. 

Classic

Classic is inspired by the symbol of 「EBLOUIR」 . 

It designs to express  

the symbol by metal studs. 
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www.eblouir.com
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